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Letter from the Editor
Happy belated September, and we apologize for the delay in sending this newsletter.
August was a great month for loan originations. We did 10 loans (9 First Trusts and 1
Second Trust) for a loan volume of 2.56M. Our loan volume was spread pretty evenly
geographically, with three loans in VA, three in D.C., two in MD, and two in NC. This
was another steady month, and we expect a strong showing for September, as well!
Please join us in welcoming Bruce Schreiber as a new CSF investor. Bruce is a retired
government employee and is very interested in the residential real estate investing
field. Welcome, Bruce!

Food for Thought
We will be participating in our 5th THINK REALTY conference at the BWI
Marriott in Baltimore, MD. The event will take place on Saturday, October 24,
from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. We will have a booth, and will also be doing a
breakout session presentation, “Where to Find the Money,” at 11:15 a.m.
This event will be a HYBRID event (with both online and in-person
components). We hope to see you there! To learn more or to register, please
visit https://thinkrealty.com/tr-events/baltimore/.
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The Clear Sky Group has created a Roadmap to Wealth in Residential Real Estate Investing. We have
created an ECO System that will enable a beginning investor, novice investor, or an experienced
investor to create more wealth in residential real estate investing. The roadmap has five components:
1. Education (Three series: survivor, planning, and thriver)
2. Lead Generation (Teaching how to get leads/providing leads)
3. Wholesaling/Flipping Strategies (Earning lump sum cash to begin creating residual income)
4. Hard Money Component (CSF) (Providing the hard money for your fix/flip deals)
5. Creation of Residual Income (Investing in our mortgage funds, building a rental portfolio, tax lien
certificates, investing, commercial property acquisition, buying non-performing and performing notes,
and more)
Our goal is to take students/investors on a pathway to the creation of asset-based income. We will do
this with education, lead generation, lump sum cash creation and providing the advice/means to create
some asset-based cash flows. We understand this will take a lot of time, and we are willing to start
investing back into our community. Stay tuned for more exciting details to follow!
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During the recession of 2008, housing prices collapsed locally and nationally, and the housing market
triggered the recession. The COVID-19 economic downturn has many different characteristics. Even
though the global economy is seeing the largest downturn since the Great Depression, housing prices
in the D.C. and United States markets continue to climb. Nationally, the second quarter of 2020 saw the
median price per square foot rise more quickly than in any three-month period leading up to the 2008
recession. There are three factors supporting the rising housing prices: low interest rates, government
intervention, and the changing preferences of buyers.
Interest rates are at record lows, and there is no movement from either political party to raise rates. As
long as inflation does not accelerate rapidly, the rates will remain low for the foreseeable future. Low
rates bring more entrants into the housing market and encourage “move up” buyers. What isn’t being
mentioned commonly in the press is that banks have tightened their lending standards. They have
pulled back from riskier lending, and self-employed borrowers and investors are getting a lot more
scrutiny of their loan files. They can anticipate longer approval periods and increasing denials from
traditional lenders.
Government intervention has buoyed housing prices. In a normal recession, people lose their jobs,
incomes fall, and foreclosures drag down housing prices. This time, the government has preserved
income and stopped auctions. The foreclosure rate in the United States is at the lowest level since 1984.
The third factor driving up housing prices is consumer preferences. More people are working from
home and need more space. Moving out to the suburbs or outer rural areas is making more sense to
homebuyers. Homeowners are upgrading their electronics, and it looks like they are also seeking to
upgrade their homes. There is a lot less interest in densely populated high-rise condos, and a lot more
interest in entry-level attached housing, where common spaces don’t need to be shared.
Will housing prices still rise? Nobody knows what will happen as economic supports are withdrawn by
the government, and foreclosures commence. There is a lot of built-up demand, and it seems likely that
the housing market will stabilize. Certainly, investors will be jumping back in the market. Banks won’t be
giving them loans on foreclosed homes, so there is surely a continued and expanded market for hard
money once distressed assets start coming to auction.
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